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Abstract

Strategic management requires an assessment of a firm’s internal and exter-

nal environments. Our work extends the body of management tools (e.g.,

SWOT analysis or growth-share matrix) by proposing an automated text min-

ing framework. Here we draw on narrative materials from firms (e.g., financial

disclosures) and perform topic modeling so as to identify the key issues faced

by an organization. We then quantify the use of language along two dimen-

sions: risk and optimism. This reveals a firm’s strengths and weaknesses by

identifying business units, activities, and processes subject to risk, while also

comparing it with competitors or the market.

Keywords: Business analytics; Text mining; Firm performance; Topic

modeling; Latent Dirichlet Allocation; Strategic management

Highlights

• Strategic management relies upon internal and external performance assess-

ments of firms

• We propose a model based on studying the language in narrative materials
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• It combines topic modeling with a topic-specific analysis of risk/opportunity

terms

• Advantages are automation, a high granularity and the lack of subjective

judgments

• It monitors internal risks/strengths and, externally, compares them to the

market
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Business analytics for strategic management: identifying

and assessing corporate challenges via topic modeling

Abstract

Strategic management requires an assessment of a firm’s internal and exter-

nal environments. Our work extends the body of management tools (e.g.,

SWOT analysis or growth-share matrix) by proposing an automated text

mining framework. Here we draw on narrative materials from firms (e.g.,

financial disclosures) and perform topic modeling so as to identify the key

issues faced by an organization. We then quantify the use of language along

two dimensions: risk and optimism. This reveals a firm’s strengths and weak-

nesses by identifying business units, activities, and processes subject to risk,

while also comparing it with competitors or the market.

Keywords: Business analytics; Text mining; Firm performance; Topic

modeling; Latent Dirichlet allocation; Strategic management
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1. Introduction

A firm’s strategy undergoes regular updates, whereby the understanding

of firm internals or its environment changes. In this sense, strategic manage-

ment consists of analyses, decisions, and actions undertaken by organizations

to create or sustain a competitive advantage [1]. Strategies are assumed to

be responsive and not static, as they include a feedback loop to monitor

progress and adapt subsequent planning to it [2]. For this reason, it is key

to have accurate knowledge of what occurs in both the internal environment

and the external environment.

To facilitate the task of strategic analysis, academics and practitioners

have devised a variety of management tools [3, 4], each with a different ob-

jective [1]. We list a few illustrative examples. In terms of an external

perspective, the PESTLE framework performs a macroanalysis of political,

economic, social, technological, legal, and environmental factors. Analo-

gously, the growth-share matrix facilitates resource allocation by visualizing

products or business units in terms of market shares and growth rates. As

an internal analysis, the balanced scorecard provides a semistructured report

tracking the progress with which activities are executed. Both the internal

view and the external view are taken into account by SWOT analysis to

identify current and future performance. Accordingly, it derives key factors

for accomplishing a strategic goal, grouped by strengths, weaknesses, op-

portunities, and threats. Since in this work we are interested in a holistic

assessment involving both internal and external factors, we later delve into

the ideas of SWOT analysis and draw on dimensions related to both risk

and performance outlook. This work specifically draws on the metrics of
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SWOT analysis as they—despite their age—still enjoy widespread applica-

tion in business planning, in management practice, and as a core vehicle for

management consulting firms, thereby yielding direct value to practitioners

and businesses [5, 4].

The aforementioned frameworks were developed at a time when comput-

ers were not as ubiquitous as today, and hence they entail several inherent

drawbacks: they reflect the outcome of a single event, as they must be up-

dated manually without automation [1]; they tend to assess firms using dis-

crete scales but cannot live up to the granular precision of continuous scores;

and they cannot prescribe dimensions on the basis of which firms are ranked,

thus running the risk of not identifying the relevant metrics [6].

To address the aforementioned limitations, we translate a risk-optimism

analysis similar to the SWOT matrix into a computerized procedure. For this

purpose, our approach draws on firm-related narratives such as regulatory

disclosures, financial filings, press releases, or news coverage. Depending on

which text source is chosen, our framework either uncovers the (perceived)

internal workings of firms or reflects an external view. It then follows a

two-stage process. It first uses topic modeling to identify clusters within the

narrative materials. These reflect the management-relevant undertakings

within firms and often pertain to current challenges or performance issues.

In a second step, we assign numerical scores to the linguistic tone depending

on predefined dimensions. In our case, we use the theoretical foundation

from [7] and thus look for terms that signal risks and optimism, as such

terms are most likely to engage the attention of the top management and

will most probably trigger subsequent actions. This enables practitioners to

3
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map performance indicators onto a risk-optimism matrix that presents the

outcome in a highly visual fashion.

Figure 1: Illustrative visualization of our strategic framework based on the linguistic style.
Three examples are plotted together with their use of natural language in describing legal
subjects.

Our risk-optimism framework provides monitoring capacity as a manage-

ment tool. Figure 1 presents an illustrative example in which three firms

are analyzed with respect to the legal content of their press coverage and

examples of characteristic wordings are identified. These are then translated

into risk-optimism scores. Our approach allows one to quantify the risk-

related tone and compare individual firms with competitors, thereby guiding

management toward a more risk-focused strategy. At the same time, it also

helps those responsible for financial management before they make invest-

ments. As another example, we can monitor how competing firms perceive

their own expansion into new markets. Whether such initiatives actually

yield financial success is often unclear for a long time. Our tool helps to

quantify the firm’s view as the tool numerically ranks the different markets.

Similarly, companies can monitor expansions by competitors so as to gain

an understanding of how successful different markets have turned out to be,

while financial figures are often confidential at such a granular level.

While management tools and business analytics have been developed sep-

arately hitherto, it is of interest whether the benefits of the two procedures

can be combined . Hence, this yields our research question as follows: can we

translate traditional management tools into computerized procedures? What

firm-related issues can be extracted through content analysis? For this pur-

4
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pose, we present a data-driven approach to the classical frameworks used in

strategic management. Our study thereby demonstrates how firms can lever-

age advanced analytics as a monitoring tool. Here we process unstructured

data, which corresponds to the dimension of “variety” in IBM’s five Vs of big

data and, therefore, fulfills the corresponding definition of big data analytics

[8].

We demonstrate empirical findings for our proposed method by using an

empirical setting from the energy sector. We specifically decided on this

market segment as climate change, corresponding policies, and liberalization

efforts have forced energy companies to simultaneously adapt their strategy

in various directions [9]. This includes, for instance, direct changes to their

energy consumption, redefining sources of energy generation, and reducing

emissions. Accordingly, existing industries (such as those involving fossil

fuels or nuclear power) are threatened in many countries, while new players

(e.g., decentralized microgrids) are entering the market. These challenges

have been identified by information systems research, which has resulted

in the field known as green information systems [10]. At the same time,

sustainability itself has become a strategic goal for firms [11, 12]. Hence, our

empirical study investigates whether our strategic framework can identify

relevant risks and challenges in this sector. For this purpose, we use a dataset

of regulated financial disclosures from the US market to identify the relevant

themes in the energy sector. We find that most documents can be assigned

to a relatively small set of topics. However, a thorough analysis based on

the aforementioned risk-optimism framework reveals that the tone differs

substantially across the identified topics. For instance, we find that financial

5
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disclosures related to earnings results show a highly optimistic tone, whereas

filings related to production outlook show a relatively high risk level add.

This also confirms and extends finding from other studies [e.g. 13, 14].

Our management framework pertains to both the internal view and the

external view of companies. On the one hand, it surveys different areas,

initiatives, and developments within a firm. Thereby, one can identify those

companies whose risk score exceeds the desired threshold as a direct man-

agerial implication. On the other hand, managers can also compare their

firm with direct competitors or even with the market as a whole. One can

compare a firm’s performance with that of competitors in core areas where

financial figures are difficult to come by, as, for instance, showcased in the

preceding examples. This thus entails various implications for practitioners

(e.g., serving as an early warning mechanism).

Our work contributes to the field of strategic analysis by proposing a

management tool with the following caveats. First, it requires no manual

evaluations, but rather relies on computational routines. It thereby increases

the speed with which such analyses are conducted. Second, our concept

allows granular insight as it can provide recommendations at the level of

business units, activities, and processes. Third, strategic management often

conducts analysis along predetermined dimensions, while our method iden-

tifies common themes from the narratives themselves, thereby ensuring a

holistic analysis.

We proceed as follows. Section 2 provides a background on topic modeling

in the field of business analytics. Accordingly, we develop our computational

routines in Section 3. We then use an empirical setup from the energy sector

6
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(Section 4), on the basis of which Section 5 demonstrates our approach and

reports empirical findings. Section 6 discusses implications for practition-

ers and managers, thereby detailing how our framework supports strategic

management practice. Section 7 concludes the article.

2. Background

While applications of text mining for business analytics are abundant in

the literature, there is scant evidence demonstrating the use of topic mod-

eling. In this section we thus point towards different research streams con-

cerning language-based business analytics. These are predominantly vary

according to (a) the text source and (b) the analytical model (i.e., super-

vised/unsupervised learning).

Text mining often yields new insights from narrative language for steering

the organizational decision-making and operation of firms. One characteristic

feature is the source of the written materials. These often consist of user-

generated content, such as product reviews or social media, where sentiment

analysis facilitates insights into the opinion of customers toward products.

As illustrative examples, the opinion of individuals toward guns can be de-

rived from the language in social media [15], while call center emails predict

customer churn [16]. Alternatively, one can rely on perception as conveyed

by professional reports, such as news or industry reports, or public materials

from the firms themselves (e.g., regulatory filings, CEO speeches). These can

help in improving the performance of investments [17, 18, 19]. Moreover, in-

ternal use of language (e.g., from emails) reflects the structure and processes

of organizations. For instance, analysis of the relevant communication style

7
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enables firms to identify fraud risk from disgruntled employees [20].

The applications of text mining also show considerable variations in terms

of the underlying methods. On the one hand, various use cases require super-

vised learning with a priori labels. Examples include automatic assignment

of IT tickets to the correct service unit [21], forecasts of news-based stock

price changes [22], and predicting users’ affect [23]. Alternatives rely on un-

supervised methods, such as clustering or topic modeling, which are able to

shed light on the patterns within business data. Illustrative demonstrations

from businesses include measuring business proximity [24], predicting inter-

est among tourists [25], and forming IT support groups on the basis of the

content of helpdesk tickets [21].

3. Research framework

This section first details the intuition behind our computational proce-

dures, followed by the necessary preprocessing of natural language and the

topic-dependent language analysis.

3.1. Theoretical foundation

This article follows a practice-based view on strategy [26], whereby the

goal is to help managers by focusing on actual techniques for developing

strategies. This differs from another prominent, yet different, approach in

strategic management: a resource-based view. The latter focuses on activi-

ties that cannot be adopted by other firms, whereas the practice-based view

applies to our setting, as strategy is considered to be “imitable activities, or

practices amenable to transfer across firms” [26].

8
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Extensive research has been conducted on the outcomes of effective strate-

gies, including the identification of environmental enablers of, and obstacles

to, strategy. Related evidence from a large meta-analysis suggests that com-

panies can outperform others by adopting a formal planning process [27].

However, this necessitates a fit between strategy and operating environment.

Current work also focus on the dynamics of strategy-making, thereby incor-

porating temporal aspects [28].

Situational analysis refers to approaches that acquire information con-

cerning two dimensions; namely, the firm’s internal capabilities and the ex-

ternal environment consisting of opportunities and threats [7]. The eventual

goal is to evaluate the internal view against the external view to identify

actions that can change the firm’s current condition. This is also known

to facilitate new insights into the competition and reveal potential levers

for increasing performance [29], as incorporated in the SWOT analysis as a

management tool [4].

At the same time, research on organizational learning indicates a relation-

ship between augmenting the strength of a firm and its performance in the

market [30]. Organizational learning benefits especially from a fit between

strategy and implementation [31]. In this context, organizational structure,

and leadership in particular, plays a critical role; for instance, leadership

alignment affects strategy implementation [32], while Vaara and Lamberg

[28] discussed processes in the organizational structure necessary for the suc-

cessful implementation of strategic changes. We refer to [33] for a discussion

concentrating on behavioral aspects, as heuristic rules in decision-making

introduce a form of systematic error.

9
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3.2. Framework choice

The aforementioned research efforts in strategic management have led to

a variety of management tools. We refer to [4] for a comprehensive overview.

According to Alba and Hutchinson [7], the dimensions of risks and oppor-

tunities represent decisive instruments for strategic planning, and our work

thus focuses on their operationalization in SWOT analysis. This choice is

substantiated by a variety of practical arguments, as discussed in the follow-

ing.

SWOT analysis has found widespread adoption in business planning, in

management practice, and as a core vehicle for management consulting firms.

Recent research has confirmed that “its use is routinized in many organiza-

tions” [4]. Examples include government bodies, such as the Queensland

government1 or the European Commission,2 as well as public organizations,

including UNICEF.3 This matches common practice in top-tier strategy con-

sulting firms where the SWOT analysis often underlies their work.

In light of the preceding arguments, we decided to translate SWOT anal-

ysis into computerized procedures as this promises the highest gain for busi-

nesses and direct impact in terms of management practice.

1https://www.business.qld.gov.au/starting-business/planning/

market-customer-research/swot-analysis/uses
2http://forlearn.jrc.ec.europa.eu/guide/4_methodology/meth_

swot-analysis.htm
3https://www.unicef.org/knowledge-exchange/files/SWOT_and_PESTEL_

production.pdf

10
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3.3. Method overview

We now develop our computational routines for tracking firm performance

across different business units, processes, and activities. Figure 2 provides an

overview, combining both topic extraction and a topic-specific language anal-

ysis. The idea of performing a language analysis has already been adopted

in strategic management, where one has to manually search for trigger words

that signal cost-conscious behavior of rivals [1].

Figure 2: Our proposed strategic framework, which first extracts relevant topics and then
analyzes their language.

The key feature of our approach is that it incorporates narrative materials.

Thereby, our framework differs from common alternatives in strategic man-

agement that use human surveys, subjective expertise, or decision-making

heuristics. However, several unique features of natural language yield par-

ticular benefits: First, we overcome potential challenges that might arise

when managers try to strategically ignore unfavorable issues. In contrast,

our framework provides a holistic analysis of the strategic position. Second,

our techniques provide a quantifiable metric that can easily be compared

across organizations. Third, our technique can even detect subtle opinions

such as the firm’s subjective perception of policy risk.

We further note that linguistic materials can originate from a variety

of sources, each with its own benefits. The use of regulatory filings puts

emphasis on the internal reporting of firms and quantifies the management

perspective of a firm’s performance. Media articles rather shift the focus to

the perceived performance of firms. This introduces the ability to register

issues that might not have appeared in regulatory filings.

11
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Topic modeling renders it possible for our framework to identify the dif-

ferent themes in the corpus [34]. As a result, we uncover the different issues

that either are being disclosed by a firm or have been discussed by the me-

dia. We specifically advocate the use of topic modeling, since it provides an

automated procedure for breaking down the corpus into themes. Moreover,

this technique offers high flexibility, as it allows one to vary the number of

topics, thus enabling control over the granularity of the analysis. As such,

it can either establish general themes, such as industry units, or detail in-

dividual activities or processes. In contrast to näıve approaches in strategic

management, our method does not prescribe specific corporate challenges or

dimensions along which a firm is analyzed, but, instead, infers the relevant

items directly from the data themselves. The conventional method for topic

modeling is latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [35, 36]. It enjoys widespread

use in research related to management (e.g., [25, 21, 24]), and in particular,

is successful in extracting topics from financial materials [37].

Subsequent to topic modeling, we rate the individual documents in each

topic according to two strategy-related dimensions: risk and optimism. Here

we follow the intuition of the SWOT matrix and academic evidence [7]. The

risk-optimism combination is further assumed to drive investment decisions

in financial markets to a large extent. Hence, both dimensions strongly

appeal to management, since a typical strategy aims at moving items along

them: managers find a competitive advantage in well-performing items, while

risk factors should be converted into nonrisk factors. The two dimensions

specifically facilitate our goal of monitoring.

The actual rating of risk and optimism is performed by our analyzing the

12
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linguistic styles within the documents. Extracting optimism and pessimism

from disclosures or news has been a prominent theme in finance, and for this

reason, researchers have devised accurate collections of linguistic expressions

that imply an optimistic or pessimistic outlook [38, 13]. Similarly, corpora-

tions are known to disclose risk-related information in narrative materials,

since this presents a means of avoiding litigation risks such as might arise in

the process of initial public offerings [39]. Hence, this justifies our idea of

quantifying optimism and risk by analyzing the use of natural language.

The conventional assumption [40, 41] is that these approaches can reli-

ably infer the (subjective) information and encode it into a numerical rat-

ing with an accuracy sufficient for the given purpose. This assumption has

been confirmed consistently, including in settings from accounting [13]. One

commonly uses rule-based approaches for counting the occurrences of word

labels a priori, according to the previous dimensions [40, 42]. Rule-based

approaches are frequently implemented when financial materials are being

processed because of their objectivity and reliability [43, 44, 13]. We then

later count the frequency of terms indicating optimism or risk to obtain a

single score. Since we are not aware of a collection of risk words, we describe

its construction in Appendix A.

Our procedure resembles common approaches in natural language pro-

cessing [45, 41], and we briefly mention the relationships in the following.

For instance, sentiment analysis quantifies the use of positive and negative

language in texts [41], whereas we specifically propose the assessment along

other dimensions. Affective computing extends the previous dimensions and

sets out to measure the subjective emotions of natural language [46]. An-
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other approach stems from aspect-based sentiment analysis, which focuses

on a specific entity and senses the polarity of narratives toward it [40].

3.4. Preprocessing

In a first step, we preprocess the narrative materials following common

operations in text mining [45, 41, 42]. This initial data preparation includes

standard routines from the domain of natural language processing to trans-

form the running text into a structured format that allows further calcula-

tions. Specifically, we use a list of cutoff patterns to extract only the tex-

tual components from the documents (i.e., we remove contact addresses and

HTML/XML formatting), omit stop words without a deeper meaning, and

use Porter’s stemming algorithm to truncate inflected words to their stem

[45]. The resulting word frequencies are highly skewed toward zero, since

most words appear only in a subset of all documents. For this reason, we

adhere to the suggestions in [47] and omit words that occur in less than 1 %

of all documents. Then, t refers to an arbitrary word and tf t to its frequency

in the corpus D.

3.5. Topic modeling

Topic modeling provides a statistical means for detecting latent themes

within a collection of documents [34]. Accordingly, this technique draws

on word frequencies and then groups documents into clusters with similar

content. LDA is a common probabilistic model [36]. As a main advantage,

this method is based on highly efficient probability inference algorithms, and

has been found to yield highly interpretable topics in an unsupervised fashion

[36]. In its mathematical representation, each topic is a distribution over

14
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words in the vocabulary, and every document is modeled as a distribution

over topics. Accordingly, every document is assumed to have been generated

by the following process [35, 36]:

1. Document-topic relationship. For every document d in corpus D, draw a

random variable θd ∈ RK from the Dirichlet distribution given by θd ∼

Dir(α). Here θd specifies the relative proportion with which the K topics

appear in a given document.

2. Word frequency. For each topic k, draw a random variable βk ∼ Dir(η),

which specifies the distribution of terms in that specific topic.

3. Topic-word relationship. For every word t in document d, draw a topic

zt ∼ Mult(θd) from a multinomial distribution with θd prior and a scaled

word frequency tf t ∼ Mult(βzt) from the multinomial distribution.

Accordingly, the purpose of LDA is to estimate the posterior distribution of

topics β and topic proportions θ. Then, P (tf t | zk, β) denotes the probability

that a word t occurs in a chosen topic zk. Consistent with previous research

(e.g., [37]), we assign each document to the topic with the highest probability.

As a main benefit, this strategy simplifies the interpretation of our later

language analysis, and also lends itself to the unique nature of 8-K filings,

which typically inform investors about a single topic (such as earnings results

or management changes). A sensitivity analysis yielded empirical results in

favor of this strategy, since most documents have one topic with a probability

of more than 50 %.4

4We also experimented with an alternative configuration that allows each document
to have multiple topics on the basis of the posterior probability. This approach yields

15
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To this end, the joint likelihood for estimating the model is

P (θ, β, tf , z) =

|D|∏
d=1

P (θd |α)
K∏
k=1

P (βk | η)
∏
t

P
(
zdt
∣∣ θd)P(tf d

t

∣∣ zdt ). (1)

Directly estimating the model is computationally intractable, and as a rem-

edy, one relies on approximate inference techniques such as variational expec-

tation maximization [48]. The Dirichlet priors α and η control the document-

topic and topic-word distributions, respectively. We initialize all LDA pa-

rameters by using the default values used in the original article by Blei et al.

[35].

Finally, the LDA requires one to assign a unique identifier (i.e., topic

name) to each of the extracted topics. To interpret a topic, one typically

examines a ranked list of the 3 to 30 most probable terms in that topic. As

a drawback, frequent and indecisive terms in the corpus commonly appear

in such lists, and hence render it difficult to differentiate the meanings of

the topics. Consequently, recent research found that ranking terms based on

this probability hampers interpretation (e.g., [49]). To mitigate this issue, we

use the term-topic relationship scheme from Sievert and Shirley [50], which

facilitates topic interpretation by measuring the relevance of a term to a

topic. From a mathematical perspective, relevance is a weighted average of

the logarithms of a term’s probability and the ratio of a term’s probability

within a topic to its marginal probability across the corpus. As a main

benefit, this method results in more coherent and interpretable topics [50].

qualitatively equal results that are available on request.
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3.6. Language analysis

In a second stage, we measure the use of linguistic terms pertaining to

the different performance dimensions; namely, risk and optimism. For this

purpose, we follow a rule-based approach that counts the frequency of cor-

responding terms as defined in predetermined word lists (see Appendix A).

Thereby, we obtain an approach that is computationally efficient, requires

little supervision in terms of labeled data, and achieves a high explanatory

power.

We measure the orientation of natural language with regard to risk and

optimism on the basis of the following rules. Let Rd denote the resulting risk

and Od the optimism score of document d. We then compute a simple ratio

of the number of labeled words to the total number of words; that is,

Rd =
number of risk words

total number of words
andOd =

number of optimism words− number of pessimism words

total number of words
.

(2)

Such simple ratios are commonly used in the mining of textual materials

from accounting because of their reliability and robustness [13]. Nevertheless,

practitioners might prefer alternatives that further extend linguistic terms t

with a metric wt discriminating the relative importance (e.g., “risk” may be

a stronger indicator of risk than “may”). The benefit of our approach is that

it can be easily replaced by such a scoring mechanism; that is, changing Rd

to
∑

twt tf t/total number of words, and changing Od analogously [51]. For

reasons of reproducibility and ease of use, we demonstrate the outcomes for

a simple categorization without weighting in the following. In addition, for

many documents, only a few words are labeled as risk-related, optimistic, or

17
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pessimistic expressions, thereby resulting in values scattered closely around

zero. For this reason, we follow prevailing conventions [38] and finally stan-

dardize the corresponding scores to zero mean and a standard deviation of 1

to allow better comparability.

Alternatively, one could draw on supervised machine learning [41]; how-

ever, this would require labeled data, which again would explicitly incorpo-

rate human judgments with regard to the labels. Moreover, it is not clear

whether the classifiers would make accurate predictions based on the lan-

guage and expressions from an unseen topic after having been trained only

on other, domain-specific language. For instance, even deep neural networks

or their combination with transfer learning hardly surpasses the performance

of rule-based classifiers [52, 19]. We thus leave this to future research.

4. Empirical setup

4.1. Study setting

Our empirical setup draws specifically from the energy sector, since it

is undergoing a major transition in many countries. This entails extensive

changes, including the gradual reduction of greenhouse gases emissions, and

new corporations entering the field, thereby impacting operations and strat-

egy [9]. For instance, investment decisions are governed by considerations of

risk and return, and yet they are actively influenced by public policies and

thus pose a perceived risk for investors [53].

We now describe the motivation for the choice behind our corpus. We

chose financial filings on purpose, since regulations require firms to present

a relatively unbiased picture of their current performance and accompanying
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risks. Disclosures are further suited to identifying the current challenges

facing organizations.

We retrieved Form 8-K filings from the US Securities and Exchange Com-

mission. Firms are required to fill out Form 8-K to inform stakeholders about

all recent developments and corporate events deemed relevant. This includes

the financial performance, sales of securities, takeovers, and management

changes, but also information specific to the energy sector, such as legal

risks related to policy changes. Naturally, US regulations also oblige firms

to announce unspecified events, such as the consequences of the Deepwater

Horizon incident on April 20, 2010. Notably, this type of filing differs from

that of Form 10-K and Form 10-Q, which disclose annual and quarterly earn-

ings reports, respectively. In addition, Form 8-K must be filed in a timely

fashion (currently four business days); for this reason, our method enables

the taking of strategic action by the management without a long time de-

lay. Finally, the filings also specify the sector in which the firm operates,

which allows our framework to directly identify and filter firms relevant to

our empirical setup.

4.2. Summary statistics

Our dataset spans the time frame from 2004 to 2017 and covers all stocks

that were publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).5 This

amounts to a total of 250,556 filings, which then undergo several filtering

steps. First, to obtain information about the stock market reaction of in-

vestors, we remove filings for which we are not able to match the Securi-

5For reasons of reproducibility, the dataset is publicly available via https://www.

github.com/anonymized.
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ties and Exchange Commission Central Index Key numbers to NYSE stock

symbols. Second, consistent with Loughran and McDonald [47], we exclude

filings that contain fewer than 200 words. These filtering steps result in a

final corpus of 249,481 filings, of which 29,874 (i.e., 12.0 %) belong to the

energy sector.

We now investigate the frequency and length of the filings in the follow-

ing. Our corpus covers a total of 177 different companies that operate in a

wide range of energy subsectors, such as coal mining (e.g., Alpha Natural

Resources Inc.) or offshore drilling (e.g., Transocean Ltd.). In addition to

mid-size companies, this also includes filings from global players such as the

world’s largest oil field services company, Schlumberger Ltd. The median

number of filings per firm is 132 (with a standard deviation of 91.09). The

total range is from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 477 for a single firm.

The mean length of an individual filing totals 3,886.96 words. Figure 3 com-

pares the frequency of filings across each year, revealing a slight trend over

time.

Figure 3: Number of 8-K filings across the years 2004–2017. The white bars show the
absolute number of filings in our study period, whereas the shaded bars correspond to
filings of companies from the energy sector.

5. Empirical findings

In this section we analyze the previous empirical setting. We first perform

topic modeling to identify the themes in the narrative materials from firms in

the energy sector. For each topic, we then analyze the use of terms conveying

information regarding risks or optimism. This forms the basis for further

investigating internal and external performance.
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5.1. Identification of topics

To perform the LDA, one has to choose ex ante the number of topics

that one wants to identify. This differs from other machine learning algo-

rithms whereby one optimizes, for example, the number of clusters by cross-

validation or heuristics. Hence, we performed an experiment in which we

presented the top 10 most relevant words of topic models with a different

number of topics (k = 5, 10, 20, 30, 40) to five students from our business

department. We then asked them to assign names to each topic and to de-

cide which choice of k leads to individual topics being highly coherent and

collectively exhaustive but mutually exclusive to other topics. The students

consistently agreed on k = 20 topics, which is also concordant with related

research [35, 54, 55]. As a feature of our management tool, one can vary

the number of topics and thereby control the granularity of the analysis.

We thus perform further empirical evaluations with other configurations as

part of our sensitivity analysis, obtaining affirmative results that support our

insights (see Section 6 for further details).

Subsequently, we use the feedback from our experiments and follow a

two-stage approach to assign a unique name to each of the extracted topics.

First, we infer the individual topic names from the most relevant terms oc-

curring in each given topic. For example, stemmed words (such as director,

appoint, vote, and elect) suggest a topic related to changes in management

or corporate governance. Similarly, word stems such as quarter, incom, and

earn indicate disclosures that are related to earnings results. Second, we thor-

oughly verify the topic names by manually assessing example filings from our

dataset. We then asked our students once again to assign the inferred topic
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names to the top 10 most relevant words. This process resulted in a large

degree of agreement between the five students as measured by a relatively

high interrater reliability in terms of Fleiss’s kappa of 0.544. The individual

topics are presented in Table 1, while a complete list of frequent terms for

each topic is provided in Appendix B.

5.2. Descriptive statistics of topics

We now study the frequency and reception of the individual topics in

more depth. As previously mentioned, we assign each filing in our sample to

the topic with the highest posterior probability. Table 1 shows the frequency

of each topic. Most documents are assigned to six topics; namely, loan ar-

rangement, trust indenture, earnings results, production outlook, mergers and

acquisitions and dividend payment. These six topics account for two-thirds

of all filings, whereas the rest are distributed across the remaining ones. The

high share of, for example, earnings results as a frequent topic in financial

disclosures is also consistent with findings from the existing literature (e.g.,

[56]).

Table 1 also rates the individual topics according to the aforementioned

strategic dimensions; namely, risk and optimism. For example, the fourth

column denotes the mean risk score for 8-K filings that correspond to a par-

ticular topic. Evidently, both the median and the standard deviation differ

substantially across the identified topics. For example, production outlook

features a relatively high mean risk level (0.73), whereas earnings results

conveys a lower risk (−0.80) on average. We observe a similar pattern re-

garding the optimism metric. Here, for instance, management change con-

veys high optimism (0.59), whereas purchase agreement features a relatively
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No.Topic name No. of filings Risk Optimism

Mean Median SD Mean Median SD

1 Loan arrangement 5086 −0.31 −0.35 1.00 0.32 0.36 0.89
2 Trust indenture 2542 0.70 0.71 0.69 −0.09 −0.07 0.60
3 Legal issues 110 −1.03 −0.93 0.43 −0.37 −0.52 0.68
4 Earnings results 1515 −0.80 −0.86 0.84 0.60 0.71 0.75
5 Income statements 150 −0.81 −0.83 0.83 −0.33 −0.53 0.96
6 Security agreement 73 0.09 −0.05 0.96 −1.12 −0.91 1.03
7 Employment agreement 452 0.40 0.40 0.80 −0.37 −0.27 1.18
8 Purchase agreement 831 0.50 0.62 0.82 −1.38 −1.42 1.49
9 Tax report 350 −0.24 −0.29 0.59 −1.84 −1.93 0.84
10 Stock option award 342 −0.81 −0.98 1.02 0.17 0.08 0.80
11 Resource development 492 −0.53 −0.64 0.69 −1.36 −1.23 0.97
12 Management change 979 0.67 0.65 0.89 0.59 0.61 0.88
13 Amendment of shareholder rights 728 0.21 0.30 0.65 −0.06 −0.15 0.61
14 Production outlook 2970 0.73 0.63 0.80 0.09 0.13 0.90
15 Infrastructure and logistics 541 −0.59 −0.63 0.79 0.07 0.16 0.84
16 Partnership arrangement 728 −0.63 −0.84 0.71 −0.19 −0.26 0.57
17 Mergers and acquisitions 1401 −0.77 −0.82 0.62 −0.12 −0.20 0.95
18 Public relations 758 −0.66 −0.70 0.38 −0.95 −1.01 0.52
19 Dividend payment 1556 0.44 0.38 0.86 0.35 0.37 0.71
20 Drilling contracts 1094 0.33 0.36 0.81 0.01 0.01 0.69

SD, standard deviation.

Table 1: Summary statistics across identified topics. Each filing is assigned to the topic
with the highest posterior probability.

low optimism level (−1.38) on average. We see that the risk and optimism

scores also feature different degrees of volatility with respect to the individ-

ual topics. For example, purchase agreement shows a standard deviation of

1.49 regarding the optimism metric, while amendment of shareholder rights,

for example, features a lower value of 0.61. We discuss interpretations in

Section 5.6.

5.3. Strategic analysis of the internal environment

Our approach enables practitioners to map performance indicators onto

a risk-optimism matrix that presents the outcome in a highly visual fashion.
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In the following, we present two examples that analyze all filings published

by two distinct companies within our study period between 2004 and 2017.

Figure 4 presents an illustrative example for the world’s largest publicly

traded international oil and gas company, ExxonMobil.6 This company holds

an industry-leading inventory of resources and is one of the world’s largest

integrated refiners, marketers of petroleum products, and chemical manufac-

turers. Our framework immediately signals differences regarding the commu-

nication of different news topics. This allows companies to identify strengths

and weaknesses from an internal perspective. For instance, filings related to

mergers and acquisitions feature a pessimistic tone with a medium risk level.

In contrast, ExxonMobil publishes press releases related to dividend payment

and earnings results with a highly optimistic tone and a relatively low risk

level. This is plausible, since ExxonMobil more than doubled its market

capitalization during our study period. In addition, it was the second most

profitable company in the Fortune 500 in 2014.

Figure 4: Risk-optimism matrix for news filings from ExxonMobil.

Next, we contrast the preceding analysis for ExxonMobil with that for

another company from the energy sector. For this purpose, Figure 5 presents

an additional risk-optimism matrix that analyzes the same topics for one

of the world’s largest offshore drilling contractors, Transocean Ltd. This

company operates in more than 20 countries and provides offshore contract

drilling services for oil and gas wells worldwide. As reflected in Figure 5,

6For space reasons, we limit the visualization to the six most common topics, and a
complete risk-optimism matrix for all topics is available on request.
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we immediately observe differences regarding the communication of different

news topics as compared with ExxonMobil. For instance, filings related to

dividend payment and production outlook feature a highly pessimistic tone

and a risk level at the upper end of the scale. This is interesting, since

Transocean Ltd. was implicated in the Deepwater Horizon oil spill resulting

from the explosion of one of its oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico. We also note

that our findings match the actual valuation of Transocean Ltd. on the stock

market. The stock price during our study period slipped from an all-time

high of $160 in 2008 to an all-time low of $7.55 in 2017.

Figure 5: Risk-optimism matrix for news filings from Transocean Ltd.

5.4. Strategic analysis of the external environment

Our strategic framework enables managers to compare their firm with

direct competitors. Figure 6 presents an instance in which we analyze all

press releases from example energy firms with respect to mergers and ac-

quisitions and dividend payment. Evidently, the strategic dimensions differ

substantially across different companies. For instance, filings from Exxon-

Mobil referring to dividend payment evince a highly optimistic tone with low

risk, whereas those from Transocean Ltd. convey a more pessimistic tone

with a risk level above average. As previously mentioned, this matches the

actual development of these companies’ stock market performance.

Figure 6: Risk-optimism matrix for filings related to mergers and acquisitions and dividend
payment.

Figure 7 provides a strategic analysis for the sector as a whole. Here we
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draw on the results from Table 1 (i.e., all filings in our dataset) and trans-

late them into a highly interpretable visualization that resembles a SWOT

analysis. For space reasons, we focus on the eight most frequent topics in

our dataset, while we additionally include legal issues and resource develop-

ment because of their particular relevance in the light of increasing policy

changes and regulations. As previously mentioned, we see that the tone in

the filings is highly dependent on the underlying topic. For example, filings

related to management change typically feature a high level of optimism and

convey high risk. At the other end of the scale, disclosures related to legal

issues feature a low risk level together with a low optimism score. We also

observe multiple topics in the center of the scales. For instance, filings re-

lated to drilling contracts are characterized by a medium optimism score in

combination with a risk score above average.

Figure 7: Risk-optimism matrix for news topics from the energy sector.

As a major benefit, our approach also enables one to analyze the changes

in tone of individual news topics over time. This is of particular interest

in light of intensified climate policy in the energy sector. Figure 8 provides

a strategic analysis for two different periods. The white points refer to all

filings within the period from 2004 to 2012, whereas the gray points indicate

filings published between 2013 and 2017. Evidently, the tone in the filings

has trended toward lower optimism and higher risk scores. For example, the

tone of dividend payment has shifted to a higher risk score, with a slightly

lower optimism score. Similarly, filings referring to production outlook fea-

ture higher risk scores and lower optimism scores in the later period. The
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corresponding difference between the optimism and risk scores is statistically

significant at the 1 % significance level when a two-sided Welch t test is per-

formed. Overall, we see that the interpretation of topics greatly depends on

the time frame, and hence their connotation cannot be assumed to be fixed.

Our approach provides a promising opportunity to overcome the drawbacks

of current approaches by including a time dependency to study the dynamic

reception of news topics.

Figure 8: Risk-optimism matrix for two different periods. The white points refer to
all filings within the period from 2004 to 2012, whereas the gray points indicate filings
published between 2013 and 2017.

5.5. Market response to risk and optimism

We now investigate the stock market reaction to the risk and optimism

scores. For this purpose, we use an event study design to analyze the in-

formation value of a filing [57]. This allows us to estimate the effect of a

filing on the stock market without confounding influences from the market

itself. The cornerstone of this method is the assumption that stock prices in

efficient markets reflect all information available to the market participants

[58]. Granting this, we estimate a normal return in the absence of a filing

and compare it with the observed return. The difference yields the abnormal

return, which can be attributed to the novel information from the filing en-

tering the market. We estimate the normal return according to the market

model [57], which assumes a stable linear relationship between the market

return and the normal return. The market return is modeled with use of

the NYSE Composite Index, along with an event window of 10 trading days

before the event.
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We begin our stock market analysis by performing an analysis of variance

test to examine whether there are any significant differences regarding the

stock market effect across the identified topics. This is done by our parti-

tioning the total variance of the abnormal returns into a component that is

the result of true random error and the components that are attributable to

the difference between the means of the topics. We observe an F statistic of

6.696, which is statistically significant at the 1 % significance level. Thus, we

reject the null hypothesis of there being no difference between means, and

conclude that the topics differ significantly in terms of the resulting stock

market effect.

Next, we aim at analyzing the stock market reaction to risk and optimism

for those topics that are particularly relevant to real-world business applica-

tions. To systematize the selection of these topics, we again performed an

experiment with five students with a specialization in finance. We presented

them with 10 random filings from each of the 20 topics in our dataset and

asked which topics they perceive as particularly helpful. The majority of the

students agreed on a list of 10 topics with an interrater reliability in terms

of Fleiss’s kappa of 0.589. Figure 9 visualizes these topics and analyzes their

relationship to the average stock market reaction. To expose the role of the

strategic dimensions, the diagram groups the filings from each topic into the

following two categories: (a) filings with high optimism and low risk scores,

which are shown in white; (b) filings with low optimism and high risk scores,

which are shown in black. High risk (optimism) scores refer to filings with

a risk (optimism) score above average within a given topic, whereas low risk

(optimism) scores refer to filings with a risk (optimism) score below average.
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Figure 9: Stock market reaction for different topics, but each separated for (a) filings with
high optimism and low risk scores (white) and (b) filings with low optimism and high risk
scores (black). High risk (optimism) scores refer to filings with a risk (optimism) score
above average within a given topic, whereas low risk (optimism) scores refer to filings with
a risk (optimism) score below average.

According to Figure 9, the reaction to risk and optimism cannot be as-

sumed to be uniform; instead, it differs considerably across topics. For in-

stance, the topic earnings results yields positive stock market reactions on

average, while the difference between filings with low and high risk is rel-

atively low. In contrast, we see that filings related to production outlook

and resource development give a more differentiated picture. Here disclo-

sures with high optimism and low risk result in positive abnormal returns,

whereas filings with low optimism and high risk point in the opposite direc-

tion. We observe a different pattern for management change, whereby filings

with high optimism and low risk are perceived more negatively than filings

with low optimism and high risk. A possible explanation for this finding is

that filings from this topic typically additionally refer to the current state

of the company. As a result, investors might valuate a management change

more positively if the company is in a critical state, and vice versa.

5.6. Comparison with the literature

We now detail four illustrative observations and link them to related

research.

First, we find a noticeable coverage of issues related to mergers and ac-

quisitions. This is not surprising given that the energy sector has been forced

to adjust to the massive transformations brought about by technology, glob-

alization, and policy changes. This also matches the observations of Kumar
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et al. [59], who note that the sector is witnessing an increasing amount of

forward integration and horizontal mergers. According to Dealogic statistics,

the year 2011 alone saw mergers in the energy sector with an approximate

value of $322 billion. Furthermore, in the light of a declining trend of oil

prices, the need for efficiency of capital will be even more important and

“another big wave of M&A activity in the oil and gas industry could soon

break” [60].

Second, related research [61] also identifies a wealth of topics related

to financial data, and yet measuring the linguistic style was not part of

the work. Here our tool suggests high optimism and low risk components

are associated with earnings. For instance, the second most common topic,

earnings results, entails an average risk score of −0.80 and an optimism level

of 0.60. This is in line with the recent influx of new investments in the

sector, especially concerning renewable energy. In 2015, global investments

in green energy reached $286 billion, which represented a sixfold increase in

comparison with 2004; in contrast, half as much was invested in new gas

and coal generation.7 Most investment was allocated to asset financing (i.e.,

internally financing a company, debt, or equity), which explains the relatively

low risk involved. However, there is definitely a certain amount of risk of

running an unprofitable business, since the energy sector is known to have

long amortizations. In this context, the sector is experiencing a declining

trend in the self-financeable growth rate, which serves as an indicator for

7Global Trends in Renewable Energy Investment 2016: http://fs-unep-centre.org/
publications/global-trends-renewable-energy-investment-2016, accessed Octo-
ber 10, 2017.
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business viability and growth prospects [62].

Third, the topic management change entails a high level of optimism

(i.e., 0.59). Related research across industries has already established the

importance of announcements dealing with management changes [63]. The

findings of previous studies yielded mixed outcomes regarding the direction

in which stock prices move based purely on the presence of such a filing, while

others explicitly identified a neutral abnormal return on the day of disclosure

[37]. However, previous work neglected the actual content of the filing and,

in contrast to our research, cannot sense the positive outlook.

Fourth, we note a considerable risk regarding production outlook, amount-

ing to a risk score of 0.73. Sadorsky [14] found that energy-related stocks are

twice as risky as the market benchmark. In this study, a 1 % movement in the

underlying market index was associated with a 2 % movement in the stock

price both upward and downward. A potential reason discussed in the litera-

ture is the considerable impact of policy changes in this sector. For instance,

policy instruments such as feed-in tariffs for renewable energy can quickly

change market dynamics and rule out forms of energy generation that were

previously profitable. Accordingly, expectations of (sudden) policy changes

affect the perceived risk of whether operations will remain sustainable. In

the future, this might eventually result in a higher cost of capital. At the

same time, energy policy is also regarded as a market barrier.
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6. Discussion

6.1. Contribution

Research in the field of strategic management has a long tradition of

devising management tools and concepts for measuring the performance of

firms. Accordingly, our computational procedure contributes in the following

aspects.

Our method builds on advanced analytics and thus benefits from be-

ing automated. Once implemented, it executes all computations in a fully

computerized fashion, and accordingly, managers can update their perfor-

mance assessments with arbitrary frequency. This is in contrast to common

management tools such as industry reports from specialized agencies, firm-

specific SWOT analyses, or growth-strength matrices. All of these require

extensive manual labor, and are thus published only monthly or even less

often, thereby running the risk of overlooking short-term trends that require

immediate action.

Management frameworks predominantly address overall strengths and

weaknesses on a highly abstract level. For instance, a growth-share ma-

trix ranks different market segments or, less often, even products, while a

SWOT analysis identifies common competences and issues prone to affect

the enterprise as a whole or in large part. Unlike previous frameworks, ours

actively engages in granular recommendations at the level of individual busi-

ness units, activities, and processes.

Our text-based framework affords the opportunity to conduct holistic

studies in the sense that the business units, activities, and processes subject

to risk need not be known ex ante. This differs from common management
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frameworks whereby the management has to define which items should be

ranked a priori, thus entailing the definite possibility of failing to include

relevant items because of various biases [64, 65]. As a remedy, our approach

essentially draws on the complete knowledge encoded in narrative contents.

It specifically performs an agnostic analysis in which the underlying themes

are not predetermined but are instead extracted from the language.8

6.2. Managerial implications

This work specifically demonstrates how advanced analytics can provide

business value. Thereby, it aids firms in strengthening their position in to-

day’s fierce market by competing with the help of analytics. This is in line

with earlier claims by Gupta and George [66]. Some even argue in favor of a

“fusion between IT strategy and business strategy,” with big data being one

element [67].

Our decision to computerize the SWOT analysis yields immediate busi-

ness value to practitioners and businesses, which stems from the prevalence

of SWOT analysis [5] as a vehicle in management consulting and strategic

planning. According to a quote from Michael Watkins in the Harvard Busi-

ness Review, “more than three-fourths of the participants in the executive

8This capability stems from the fact that our approach builds on topic modeling,
whereby we can vary the number of different topic clusters. Depending on the managerial
needs, practitioners can increase the number of topics so as to evaluate individual processes
or activities. Conversely, one could reduce the number of topics to a handful, grouping
documents by business unit instead of individual process. For instance, we performed our
empirical demonstration with 20 topics as determined by an experiment. When applied
to five topics, our method identifies more general themes that relate to different industry
units. We thus used the experiments to come up with a labeling for this model initializa-
tion, which resulted in the following subjects: shareholder rights, accounting, operations,
legal, and investment. Hence, the number of topics determines the depth of the strategic
analysis in our method.
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programs” use this type of analysis as a management tool. Beyond that, it

is routinely adopted by organizations, as well as governments, and its promi-

nence is undisputed by academic research according to a recent review on

strategy tools in use [4]. This matches common practice in top-tier manage-

ment consulting firms.

Moreover, our work presents a compelling case for the use of advanced

analytics in another aspect: information systems research predominantly de-

velops methods and tools for creating business value by mining user data

(e.g., [65, 68, 69]), while we shift the focus toward leveraging company data.

The use of firm-related data appears underrepresented in current research on

big data analytics as outlined in recent review articles [8, 70]. Hence, as a

managerial implication, we note that practitioners should carefully ponder

further cases in which firm data can create value.

6.3. Limitations

Our approach is not free of limitations, even though it overcomes many

of the shortcomings inherent in manual strategic frameworks. Linguistic

content frequently entails noise because of its imprecision [13]. Language

noise is especially prevalent in financial markets, where managers face an

incentive to frame their disclosures in a certain way [47]. For instance, they

often replace negative expressions with positive statements incorporating an

additional negation term. In addition, behavioral research has shown that

text mining can only approximate the subjective opinion of authors [40, 41],

while a perfect translation of lingustic materials into numerical ratings seems

out of reach because of behavioral constraints. Nevertheless, this presents

an intriguing field of future research. Furthermore, our approach can only
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sense the firm’s performance as encoded in the narrative materials. Hence,

special care is needed to circumvent any limitations that arise from the chosen

source of news. A possible alternative is to combine different news sources:

firm disclosures, such as press releases or regulatory filings, convey internal

information, while newspaper articles, user reviews, etc., provide an external

view.

7. Conclusion

Management tools have found widespread application in strategic plan-

ning. Among them is SWOT analysis, which, despite its age, is a vital tool,

and any effort to automate its analysis is a source of direct value for firms

and organizations. A potential computerization is reflected in our approach,

which leverages recent innovations in advanced analytics and especially text

mining. More specifically, it infers issues in entrepreneurial undertakings

from narrative materials and assigns different risk-strength scores to these

materials on the basis of the linguistic style. On the one hand, this allows

one to track internal performance in core areas and it also functions as an

early warning mechanism for critical developments. On the other hand, it

elicits external comparisons with both competitors and the market environ-

ment in general. The inherent benefits are manifold, including automation,

reproducible computation schemes, and differing levels of granularity, rang-

ing from industry units to individual processes and activities. Our perfor-

mance assessments can then help managers, who can then—in a subsequent

step—devise and adapt their strategies accordingly. As such, our framework

presents a highly flexible approach that effortlessly generalizes to arbitrary
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firms, industries, and subjects.

Appendix A. Dictionary with risk and optimism/pessimism ex-

pressions

Our approach counts the frequencies of predefined words as follows.

Optimism/pessimism. We rely on the Loughran-McDonald dictionary

to determine optimistic and pessimistic terms [47]. This word list was specif-

ically designed with the characteristics of financial language in mind, and has

found a wide range of applications in research [13]. We also experimented

with alternative dictionaries, such as the Harvard IV psychological dictio-

nary. Consistent with the previous literature, we find that these dictionaries

yield similar results.

Risk. We are not aware of a dictionary specific to financial risk, and thus

we constructed a dictionary that is tailored to such phrases. For this purpose,

we asked five students with a specialization in finance to provide lists of words

they regard as signaling risk. The process resulted in a list of 91 risk words

that were labeled coherently by a majority of at least three students. We

extended this list with risk-related expressions from the uncertainty list in

the Loughran-McDonald dictionary.

Altogether, this resulted in 145 optimistic and 878 pessimistic terms, as

well as a new dictionary of risk expression with 175 entries. The following

list details all words labeled as expressions conveying risk. The list shows

stems rather than complete words, because of stemming being part of the

preprocessing.
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abandon , abey , adjourn , adver , aggress , almost , alter ,

ambigu , anomal , anticip , antitrust , appear , arbitrari ,

assum , backlog , believ , borrow , break , breakag , catastroph ,

caution , certain , chanceri , chase , claim , clarif , collap ,

conceiv , condit , confus , conting , could , crude , damag ,

deadlin , death , debt , declin , deep , defect , defer , deficit ,

degr , depend , depreci , destabil , deterior , deviat , die ,

differ , disabl , disagr , disclaim , discontinu , dismiss ,

disrupt , divestitur , divid , doubt , downtim , downturn ,

dramat , drop , exclud , exit , expenditur , exploit , exposur ,

extrem , fluctuat , forfeit , heavi , hidden , hypothet ,

imprecis , improb , incomplet , incorrect , indefinit ,

indetermin , inexact , inflat , instabl , intang , loss , low ,

may , might , minor , nonassess , occasion , ordinarili , pend ,

perhap , possibl , precaut , preliminari , prepay , pressur ,

presum , probabl , problem , ramp , random , reassess , recalcul ,

recess , reconsid , reexamin , reinterpret , resign , revis ,

risk , rough , rumor , seem , seldom , shut , sometim , somewhat ,

somewher , specul , spent , sporad , sudden , suscept , tend ,

tentat , terror , turbul , uncertain , unclear , unconfirm ,

unconv , undecid , undefin , undesign , undetect , undetermin ,

undocu , unexpect , unfamiliar , unfavor , unforecast ,

unforeseen , unguarante , unhedg , unidentifi , uninsur ,

unknown , unobserv , unplan , unpredict , unprov , unquantifi ,

unreal , unreconcil , unregist , unschedul , unseason , unsettl ,

unspecif , unsuccess , untest , untru , unwritten , urg , vagari ,

vari , varianc , variant , violat , volatil , war , weaker

Appendix B. List of extracted topics

The following list shows the 20 most frequent word stems for each of

the 20 extracted topics. In addition, we assign a short name to each topic,

defining the overall subject. For example, mergers and acquisitions is the

corresponding subject of topic 17.

Topic 1: Loan arrangement. lender, borrow, loan, agent, administr, credit, bank,

shall, commit, letter, revolv, rate, amount, document, agreement, assign, parti, default,

day, hereund

Topic 2: Trust indenture. note, indentur, truste, holder, guarantor, redempt, restrict,
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interest, shall, payment, global, issuer, indebted, guarante, amount, supplement, default,

transfer, person, offer

Topic 3: Legal issues. prospectus, underwrit, offer, indemnifi, agreement, packag,

therein, counsel, preliminari, free, respect, untru, purchas, write, sell, supplement, parti,

deliveri, sale, opinion

Topic 4: Earnings results. quarter, incom, million, oper, net, earn, revenu, segment,

compar, per, dilut, cash, loss, expens, total, adjust, month, increas, measur, tax

Topic 5: Income statements. gas, oil, per, natur, product, net, quarter, averag, price,

million, oper, total, boe, deriv, volum, cash, incom, hedg, expens, realiz

Topic 6: Security agreement. subsidiari, lien, shall, interest, payment, properti, re-

spect, debtor, collater, restrict, claim, bankruptci, transact, case, reason, amount, permit,

document, agent, thereof

Topic 7: Employment agreement. agreement, parti, shall, servic, group, termin,

agre, arbitr, term, reason, confidenti, entiti, law, notic, right, claim, breach, employe, in-

demnif, lesse

Topic 8: Purchase agreement. seller, buyer, close, purchas, parti, agreement, defect,

shall, asset, properti, warranti, schedul, respect, represent, indemnifi, transact, tax, claim,

contempl, right

Topic 9: Tax report. decemb, solid, net, asset, cash, incom, cost, total, consolid,

forma, fair, tax, loss, oper, pro, million, deriv, condens, adjust, expens

Topic 10: Stock option award. plan, award, employe, particip, committe, grant, vest,

termin, incent, shall, compens, restrict, bonus, salari, payment, disabl, determin, period,

agreement, death

Topic 11: Resource development. well, drill, reserv, develop, amp, product, gas,

shale, acr, oil, basin, field, play, prove, acreag, explor, resourc, reservoir, horizont, eagl

Topic 12: Management change. director, meet, board, stockhold, corpor, vote, proxi,

elect, shall, bylaw, nomin, chairman, committe, secretari, person, sharehold, propos, notic,

nomine, appoint

Topic 13: Amendment of shareholder rights. seri, holder, right, shall, prefer,

class, distribut, member, certif, convers, transfer, person, respect, determin, alloc, notic,
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vote, upon, entitl, adjust

Topic 14: Oil price development. fuel, refin, refineri, crude, project, product, mar-

ket, growth, barrel, retail, margin, gasolin, billion, sourc, chemic, million, oper, export,

demand, improv

Topic 15: Infrastructure and logistics. pipelin, logist, storag, distribut, crude,

partner, refin, transport, throughput, termin, system, oper, facil, refineri, volum, asset,

mainten, plain, acquisit, tank

Topic 16: Partnership arrangement. partnership, partner, limit, interest, entiti,

agreement, common, plain, contribut, membership, hold, distribut, alloc, member, amend,

oper, subordin, approv, incent, midstream

Topic 17: Mergers and acquisitions. amend, parent, agreement, merger, effect,

restat, herebi, page, parti, second, credit, inc, transact, first, document, none, sec, energi,

represent, delet

Topic 18: Public relations. coal, releas, trust, energi, press, royalti, mine, ton, inc,

messag, news, distribut, april, august, octob, januari, juli, march, novemb, februari

Topic 19: Dividend payment. share, stock, common, dividend, option, convert, ex-

ercis, sharehold, prefer, price, corpor, convers, par, stockhold, fundament, transact, offer,

split, repurchas, close

Topic 20: Drilling contracts. rig, contract, mid, drill, risk, offshor, fleet, late, earli,

low, mexico, status, mar, gulf, dec, plus, day, sea, hurrican, upgrad
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